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ABOUTABOUTABOUT
åǳdlit Ȝɸ ȿɊʆ ȭʎɸʆ ǈȿ ǈɰʆȜɸʆṆ Ȗǳṅɸ ǈ ȎɰɊʎȿǬǤɰǳǈȰȜȿȎ ȜȿȿɊʦǈʆȜɊȿ Ȝȿ ʆȖǳ ą¨ṅɸ ȽʎɸȜǥ ɸǥǳȿǳṁ !ɸ 
ǈ Human /  ᶣE ǳȴǳǥʆɰɊȿȜǥ ɰǈɭ ǈɰʆȜɸʆḼ Pedlit Ȝɸ ʆȖǳ ǤɰǈȜȿǥȖȜȴǬ Ɋȍ ǈ ɸǳǈɸɊȿǳǬ ʧɰȜʆǳɰ 
ɰǳɸɭɊȿɸȜǤȴǳ ȍɊɰ ɸɊȽǳ Ɋȍ ʆȖǳ ą¨ṅɸ ȽɊɸʆ ʦȜɰǈȴ ɰǈɭ ǈȿǬ ǬɰȜȴȴ ȖȜʆɸṁ oȜɸ ɭɊɰʆȍɊȴȜɊ ǤɊǈɸʆɸ ȖȜȎȖṟ
ɭɰɊȍȜȴǳ ǥɊȴȴǈǤɊɰǈʆȜɊȿɸ ʧȜʆȖ ȜȿǬʎɸʆɰʭ ʆȜʆǈȿɸ ȴȜȰǳ þȜɊȿ ĞǈʭȿǳḼ èʎɸɸ µȜȴȴȜɊȿɸḼ ǈȿǬ !ɰɰǬǳǳḼ 
ȴǳȿǬȜȿȎ ȖȜɸ ȴʭɰȜǥǈȴ ȎǳȿȜʎɸ ʆɊ ǥȖǈɰʆṟʆɊɭɭǳɰɸ ȴȜȰǳ Ṅ=ɊǬʭ èǳȽȜʬṄ ǈȿǬ ṄÂȴȜʦǳɰ þʧȜɸʆṁṄ =ʎʆ 
Pedlit Ȝɸ ȽɊɰǳ ʆȖǈȿ ȭʎɸʆ ǈ ʧɰȜʆǳɰṆ Ȗǳṅɸ ǈ ȽʎȴʆȜṟǬȜȽǳȿɸȜɊȿǈȴ ǤɰǈȿǬṁ oǳṅɸ ǥʎɰɰǳȿʆȴʭ 
ȴǳʦǳɰǈȎȜȿȎ ȖȜɸ ɭɰɊʦǳȿ ʆɰǈǥȰ ɰǳǥɊɰǬ ʆɊ ǥɰǈȍʆ ȖȜɸ Ɋʧȿ ȖȜʆɸḼ ɸǳʆʆȜȿȎ ʆȖǳ ɸʆǈȎǳ ȍɊɰ ǈ 
ǬȜɸɰʎɭʆȜʦǳ ǳȿʆɰʭ ȜȿʆɊ ʆȖǳ ȽʎɸȜǥ ȜȿǬʎɸʆɰʭṁ

ĞȖǈʆ ɸǳʆɸ Pedlit ǈɭǈɰʆ Ȝɸ ȖȜɸ ɰǳʦɊȴʎʆȜɊȿǈɰʭ ǈɭɭɰɊǈǥȖ ʆɊ ȽʎɸȜǥ ǈȿǬ ʦȜɸʎǈȴɸṁ oǳ ɭɰɊǬʎǥǳɸ 
ǥʎʆʆȜȿȎṟǳǬȎǳ >gu ʦȜɸʎǈȴ blends ȍɊɰ ȖȜɸ ɸȜȿȎȴǳɸḼ ɊȍȍǳɰȜȿȎ ǈȿ ȜȽȽǳɰɸȜʦǳ ǳʬɭǳɰȜǳȿǥǳ ʆȖǈʆ 
ȍǳǈʆʎɰǳɸ Ȏʎǳɸʆ ǈɰʆȜɸʆɸ Ȝȿ ǥȜȿǳȽǈʆȜǥ ɯʎǈȴȜʆʭṁ þȖȜɸ Ȝɸȿṅʆ ȭʎɸʆ ǈ ȽʎɸȜǥ ʦȜǬǳɊṆ Ȝʆṅɸ ǈ ǬȜȎȜʆǈȴ 
ǥɊȿǥǳɰʆ ǳʬɭǳɰȜǳȿǥǳ ʆȖǈʆ Pedlit ɭȴǈȿɸ ʆɊ ǤɰȜȿȎ ʆɊ ȴȜʦǳ ɸʆǈȎǳɸḼ ɰǳǬǳȍȜȿȜȿȎ ʧȖǈʆ ǈ 
ɭǳɰȍɊɰȽǈȿǥǳ ǥǈȿ Ǥǳ Ȝȿ ʆȖǳ ʧǈʭ !ǤǤǈ Ȗǈɸ ʧȜʆȖ ʆȖǳȜɰ >gu ǈǥʆṁ 

As for brand extensions, Pedlit's unique abiility to use incorporate logo's as more than 
just a symbol; it's a character designed to help brands evolve. 



CAREER HIGHLIGHTSCAREER HIGHLIGHTSCAREER HIGHLIGHTS
T

 
Innovative Artist: Created a unique 3D electronic rap persona that aim's to disrupt the 
UK music scene.

    Lyrical Genius: The writer behind some of the UK's biggest rap and drill hits  
         including "Body Remix" and "Oliver Twist."

High-Profile Collaborations: Partnered as a co-writer with industry giants like 
Tion Wayne, Russ Millions, and Arrdee.

Early Career Success: Wrote music for Alabama 3, the creators of the iconic  
Sopranos theme song, which was later sampled by Nas for "Got Yourself a Gun."

International Exposure: Featured on a song by Papa Wemba at the young age of 
17, gaining international recognition as a writer.

Stage Performances: As a youngster, performed on stages with UK grime
legends like Wiley, Chipmunk, Ghetts, Scorcher, and Asher D.

Industry Involvement: Part of the running of Unit 10 Studio, the studio behind the
 renowned rapper Giggs.

Visual Pioneer: Produces his own CGI Unreal Engine visuals for singles,
 featuring guest artists in cinematic experiences.

Live  Performance Innovation: Plans to bring CGI visuals to the stage,
 revolutionizing live performances in the vein of Abba's CGI act.



TOP 3 RELEASESTOP 3 RELEASESTOP 3 RELEASES

BODY REMIX 

with Tion Wayne, Russ Millions

300 million 
streams 

OLIVER TWIST

with ArrDee

130 million 
streams 

with ArrDee

streams 

T
 

FLOWERS

119 million 
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